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e Togean -- or Togian -- Islands are an archipelago in the 
southeast region of the Tomini Sea in northern Sulawesi. Fa-
mous for both their difficulty to reach and diving, the archipel-
ago is formed by seven primary islands situated near the cen-
tre of a global hotspot of biodiversity known as the coral trian-
gle. Home to a great number of rare marine and terrestrial 
species, most tourists who come here are divers or snorkellers 
hoping to see some of the world's best marine life in un-
spoiled surroundings. 

Are the surroundings unspoiled? Not really. While above the 
water, the islands are beautifully little developed and un-
spoiled, below the waves it's a different story. Since the early 
90s, highly destructive "shing methods like dynamite "shing 
and cyanide poisoning have been widely used in the Togeans, 
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causing a steep decline in "sh numbers and im-
mense shallow reef damage. Sharks, other 
large "sh, and turtles are rarely seen -- espe-
cially when compared to locations like Ko-
modo National Park, which has seen better 
(though not perfect) protection. In two weeks 
on the islands we saw not a single example of 
snorkelling trips using buoys, with anchors 
freely thrown onto reefs and, while boats made 
some effort to adhere to already smashed chan-
nels, attention in this regard was pretty cur-
sory. While one hotel owner suggested the rea-
son for this was to not show "shermen where 
the "sh are, these are very simple practices that 
could have a signi"cant impact; it's a shame to 
see little attention paid to it.

While evidence of logging is rarely seen from a 
boat running by the coasts, under the water 
clear examples of coral smashed by sunken 
logs can be seen on some house reefs. Other 
effects, such as silt run off from cleared areas 
of jungle for cash crop farming, is less obvious 
to the untrained eye. Rising sea temperatures 
and crown of thorns star"sh have also caused 
signi"cant damage to the reefs. 

e local population are predominantly Mus-
lim and six main ethnic groups live here (To-
geanese, Bajau, Bobongko, Buginese, along 
with Gorontalonese and Javanese transmi-
grants). Small villages are scattered about the 
islands and poverty is endemic, with poor liv-
ing standards and high unemployment. While 
some live by "shing, many others grow cash 
crops such as coconut, cacao and cloves on 
land cleared of jungle. Some resorts are 
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foreign-run and others are managed by Indone-
sian entrepreneurs from elsewhere in the archipel-
ago -- few of the locals seem to reap any "nancial 
bene"t from tourism, aside perhaps as boat pilots 
and staff at some of the larger resorts.

e island group was only declared a national 
park in 2004. Since then, the area has been ear-
marked as a key tourist destination by the Indone-
sian government. Potential problems arising from 
a signi"cant increase in tourist numbers, such as 
extra demands on an already limited water sup-
ply, and sewage and trash disposal, do not how-
ever appear to have been addressed -- by the 
authorities or many of the resorts. ere is no cen-
tral waste disposal system and, at least as far as 
the resorts are concerned, non-biodegradable 

trash such as plastic tends to be either buried or 
burnt (though some plastic bottles are kept to sell 
to recyclers and empty beer bottles are sold back 
-- drink beer not coke!). Outside the resorts, 
waste oen appears to be just thrown into the 
ocean; we watched one woman on a boat clear 
out a cupboard at port, casually chucking pieces 
of paper overboard. We also heard of one resort 
owner who purposefully throws aluminium cans 
into the ocean under the mistaken belief that they 
promote reef growth.

While this isn't good news for the long-term sus-
tainability of tourism to the Togeans, there are 
simple things you can do to help reduce your per-
sonal impact. Bringing your own water bottle and 
making use of water re"lls (where available) is 

one of the easiest steps. It you need to buy bottled 
water, buy the larger 1.5 litre ones rather than the 
"virtual cup" ones that litter beaches across the ar-
chipelago. Another option is to keep your plastic 
trash and take it back to the mainland with you. 
When snorkelling, collect rubbish (particularly 
$oating plastic and bottles) and at least bring it 
back to your resort. Organise a beach cleanup at 
low tide -- you'll be surprised just how much plas-
tic litter there is when you take a close look -- and 
try to get the local kids involved as the more they 
do it, the more the desirability of a clean beach 
will become apparent -- and perhaps they'll start 
telling their parents to stop throwing their rub-
bish in the ocean, as the kids on the next beach 
will need to clean it up. Small steps, perhaps, but 
better than no steps at all.
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Accommodation
In general, accommodation in the Togeans is basic. ere is 
no hot water (not that you'll need it), no air-con and for the 
most part, no electricity by day. Accommodation is quite over-
priced by Indonesian standards for this basic level of ameni-
ties -- a situation exacerbated by resorts charging full board 
rates. In high season, bungalows are oen rented on a manda-
tory double occupancy basis, so that a 200,000 rupiah bunga-
low is actually 400,000 rupiah, which seems ridiculous -- espe-
cially given the standard of the fare oen served up for meals. 
(You may get a small discount if you are alone -- say 300,000 
rupiah, but this will be negotiable -- and less likely in high sea-
son.)

ORIENTATION



Beds should come with at least a basic mosquito 
net. Packing a few pegs to keep the net closed, 
and bandaids to repair holes, is a good idea -- if 
your mosquito net is a disaster area, ask if they 
have another. If arriving in peak season without a 
reservation, a ball of string may also be useful 
should you have to string a net in the restaurant 
(where you may be sleeping).

Not all resorts have spring water and while some 
make efforts to harness rainwater, for many fresh 
water has to be brought by boat from the nearest 
settlement and supplies can be very limited. Some 
of the resorts have large tanks to provide running 
water in the bathrooms and/or Western-style toi-
lets, but many places just have bucket and scoop-
type showers (mandis) and squat toilets.

Rats are common at many of the resorts. Some 
places are worse than others -- at Kadidiri Para-
dise it sounded like we had rats the size of cats in 
the roof -- but this issue isn't isolated to there. Ex-
pect critters come evening and keep snacks 
tucked away (not in bed!) in critter-proof contain-
ers -- tupperware seems to be gnaw-proof. Tooth-
paste and soap also seem to be rat favourites -- 
though understandably they appear to skip the 
gel $avours.

Reservations in high season are highly recom-
mended, and reasonably well in advance if you 
can as oen owners are only checking their 
emails once or twice a week as they have no 
phone lines or data signals. In the event of show-
ing up in high season without a reservation, you 
could end up on the restaurant $oor or in a 
nearby village in either a losmen or on the $oor 
of a resort worker's house. 
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When the cat's away the 
mice will play
It's a saying commonly used to describe the run-
ning of resorts in Southeast Asia, but accommoda-
tion on the Togeans take it to an entirely new 
level. It was our experience at both places we 
stayed and from what we heard from others re-
garding other establishments, that when the own-
ers are away, the wheels totally fall off. From lax 
service through to, in one case, lunch just never 
appearing (not where we stayed), there is consid-
erable scope for hospitality training on the To-
geans. Pack your patience.

Food & drink
Full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner) with free 
tea and coffee all day, but bottled drinking water 
extra, is standard across all the main operations 
in the Togeans. ere are no outside restaurants 
or bars on any of the resort islands. is means 
no wandering up to the restaurant at 15:00 for a 
quick nasi goreng or down to the beach bar for a 
lazy gin and tonic at sunset. Ha. 

While the reason is related to staffing levels and 
costs, the full board scene can be frustrating as a 
guest -- especially when you're stuck in a resort 
with dreadful food. ere's nothing quite like wak-
ing up and dreading breakfast when you're sup-

posed to be on holiday. e other negative effect 
of this system is that dropping into another resort 
may need some pre-planning as they may start 
preparing the food early in the day, and catering 
is done for a speci"c number of guests.

On a positive note, servings tend towards the gen-
erous, with typically at least two dishes for lunch 
and three for dinner. While some resorts offer 
just rice and "sh, "sh and rice or some combina-
tion of the two, others offer a wider variety of 
food, so that those staying just a few days may 
never hit the same dish twice. 

Beer, bottled water, cigarettes, snacks and so 
drinks are usually available but are relatively ex-
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pensive (45,000-50,000 for a large Bintang, 
40,000 rupiah for a packet of chips, 10,000 for a 
small Sprite, for example) so bring what you can 
if you are watching your pennies, or just skip the 
booze for your stay.

Rates charged for hosting children vary resort to 
resort. Some charge half price for age six and up, 
while at others the kids are free, with no clear pol-
icy of when they need to start paying.

Internet & telecoms
You'll get a patchy telephone signal (Telkom and 
Indosat only) on Kadidiri, a rough phone signal 
(but no EDGE) off Pulau Taupan (far west on the 
way to Ampana, useful only for Poya Lisa and Is-
land Retreat) and a rather unreliable EDGE sig-
nal within eyesight of the antenna at Wakai. Un-
less otherwise noted, assume that any accommo-
dation listed here has no phone signal and no 
internet access whatsoever. If you need to be on-
line daily, or even simply require the ability to be 
in regular telephone contact, the Togeans are 
most de"nitely not for you.

Money on the Togeans
ere are no ATMs or banks in the Togeans so 
bring plenty of cash with you to cover the cost of 
your stay. Accommodation and food is paid in ru-
piah, while dives are generally payable in US dol-
lars or euros. If the resort you are staying in has a 
website with prices in US dollars or euros, it can 
be a good idea to pay in that currency as some of 
the exchange rates the resorts use are a little unor-
thodox -- and not in your favour. 

e nearest cash machines that accept foreign 
cards are in Gorontalo (most major Indonesian 
banks) or Ampana (Mandiri and BRI only) -- 
note the Mandiri ATM in Ampana allowed a 
maximum withdrawal of "ve million rupiah per 
day per card. Unless you plan to charter a speed-
boat for a return trip to the mainland, it is at mini-
mum an overnight trip to the mainland to reach 
an ATM. 

If you do run out of cash, some resorts can make 
arrangements for you, such as paying a balance at 
Ampana or Gorontalo, but this most certainly 
should not be relied upon. A couple of resorts 

may accept credit cards, but this should not be re-
lied upon either without checking with the spe-
ci"c resort beforehand. e most important thing 
in this regard is that if you see a cash crisis on the 
horizon, let your resort know as soon as possible. 

Obviously it's far better to come with more than 
enough cash -- ask to use your resort's safety box 
to store it. 

Budgeting
Before the cost of ferries and any daytrips, it's saf-
est to budget at a minimum for 200,000 rupiah 
per person twin share for accommodation (includ-
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ing three meals) and incidentals but before the 
cost of diving, snorkelling and other daytrips. 

Prices of daytrips vary considerably resort to re-
sort and given the petrol price hikes of 2013, 
resort-run free snorkelling trips appear to be fad-
ing away -- snorkellers may be expected to put in 
for gas if they join a diving trip. Prices vary tre-
mendously depending on where you want to go -- 
see the activities section for details. Kids are gen-
erally not charged for snorkelling trips.

Be wary of cutting matters too "ne money-wise. 
Ferry delays and cancellations due to weather con-
ditions or schedule changes do happen, and don't 

forget to allow enough cash to get off the island -- 
the ferries do not offer credit!

Visas and immigration
e Togeans have a funny way of laying the best 
planned itineraries to waste. While there is no im-
migration office on the archipelago, Gorontalo 
has one and it can extend appropriate tourist visas 
for an additional 30 days for 250,000 rupiah. is 
is a same-day service (which is far better than 
Manado, which we were told takes four days, with 
no possibilities for an express service).

Health and safety
e Togeans are a risk area for both malaria and 
dengue fever. Be vigilant about applying mos-
quito repellent both during the day and at night 
and consider taking an antimalarial such as Malar-
one or doxycycline if you are planning a pro-
longed stay (or travelling extensively elsewhere in 
Sulawesi as well). e nearest hospital is in Am-
pana; it's basic but they do have facilities for ma-
laria testing and treatment. A traveller we talked 
to who was treated there for dengue in 2013 was 
not particularly complimentary of the services de-
livered -- though he did live to complain.
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e hospital in Gorontalo is said to be better but 
it takes longer to get there and ferries to Goron-
talo are less frequent than to Ampana. Bring any 
medicines you may need with you as there are no 
pharmacies on the islands and even getting 
paracetamol can be difficult. Don't forget ear 
drops as ear problems are quite common -- you'll 
likely spend a lot of time in the water. If you have 
any spare medicines, the locals are usually only 
too happy to take them. Ensure they fully under-
stand what they are for 
and what the correct dos-
ages are before donating; 
make sure any malaria 
medication or antibiotics 
you give aren't just one or 
two pills, but a complete 
curative course. 

Another consideration 
for many visiting the To-
geans is coral cuts. e 
easiest way to avoid these 
is very simple -- don't 
step on the coral -- but 
accidents happen and 
cuts and abrasions from 
coral can get infected and 
turn nasty very easily. In 
most cases, cleaning the 
wound and applying 
something like betadine 
should be sufficient, but 
in the case of deeper cuts, 
keep it out of the water 
and sand (yes, we know 
you're on a tropical is-

land) for starters and seek medical care should it 
get infected.

Be wary of wading in the shallows, especially 
both reedy banks and scattered coral, for both 
stingray and stone"sh. We stepped on a stingray 
in less than a foot of water getting into a boat, but 
luckily were not stung. e general rule is, if there 
is a pier, use it as it will deposit you well past any 
nasties that you may stumble across wading out. 
If the water is deep enough to swim in, swim.

On the topic of piers, watch out for rusty nails 
waiting to skewer a foot as you walk along, or a 
hand as you try to clamber up a ladder to get out 
of the water. Also watch for coral growing on 
lower steps, which will scrape the skin off your 
hands in no time.

Wear a hat, apply sunscreen liberally and use your 
common sense -- you're a long way from the stan-
dard of medical care you are probably used to.
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Travel with kids
For those travelling with kids, the Togeans can be 
relaxing, back-to-nature fun, with activities such 
as pier jumping, snorkelling, "shing, sandcastle 
building and swimming all on the agenda. Pre-
pare your kids ahead of time for the idea of cold-
water bucket showers, encountering more critters 
than they'll be used to in the city, and a diet usu-
ally of mostly rice and "sh so they know what to 
expect and are less likely to be confronted by as 
many surprises.

Transport to and from either Gorontalo or Am-
pana isn't the most comfortable in the archipel-
ago, but at least on the Tuna Tomini you can rent 
a cabin for the night if need be (with two sets of 
bunk beds -- that is, it sleeps four, for an addi-
tional 400,000 rupiah).

If your kids are fussy eaters, getting them to eat 
can be a challenge in the Togeans as the food can 
be mediocre and repetitive. Bring snacks, as only 
some resorts sell them, and otherwise you're 
really limited to three meals a day, with dinners 
oen served quite late (19:00 or as late as 20:30). 

If your children want to snorkel, it's a good idea 
to bring your own gear as you'll be unlikely to 
"nd child-size masks, snorkels or "ns at any of 
the places to stay in the Togeans.

Medical supplies are limited, so bring a good "rst 
aid kit and any supplies you use regularly such as 
sunscreen and mosquito repellent, as you won't 
be able to replenish your supplies here.

Across high season, be warned that rooms can be 
scarce; your kids may be less comfortable sleeping 

on the restaurant $oor than you are. Because it's 
nigh on impossible to contact resorts to check 
availability beforehand once you are in the To-

geans, if you are island hopping, it really is a case 
of just showing up and seeing what is available. In 
this case, you want to arrive as early as possible.
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Snorkelling
All the resorts have some sort of house reef but 
snorkelling off the beach tends to range from 
quite mediocre to just okay, especially compared 
to elsewhere in Indonesia. Some resorts rent snor-
kelling equipment, but supplies can be short or 
prices high -- Kadidiri Paradise for example, with 
30-plus rooms, has eight sets for complimentary 
use, while the quite expensive Island Retreat 
charges 60,000 rupiah per day for mask, snorkel, 
"ns and boots (30,000 just for mask and snorkel). 
If you plan on snorkelling a lot, or are picky about 
your gear, bring your own and budget for a few 
snorkelling (or diving) trips as you'll need to get 
further a"eld for better conditions.

Opinions differ about where the best spots to 
snorkel and dive are, but a 2002 marine survey 
identi"ed Una Una and South Kadidiri barrier 
reef as two of the best places to see "sh. Una Una 
is about 30 kilometres from Wakai and has no fa-
cilities for tourists but dive trips can be arranged 
there, weather permitting. It's reputed to be a 
good place to see large shoals of jack and barra-
cuda. e sites at Una Una are generally consid-
ered too deep for snorkellers but experienced 
snorkellers can sometimes come along too if they 
share the price of the boat charter. To the west Pu-
lau Tampuan offers some very good snorkelling 
(and diving) conditions, though bear in mind it is 
a solid three-hour boat ride to the west of Wakai. 
An hour northwest of Kadidiri you'll "nd Hotel 
California, which is also a solid snorkelling desti-
nation (though is too shallow for divers).

Off the beach snorkelling is fairly safe, with gener-
ally no strong currents, but on some of the outer 

reefs some very strong 
currents can emerge. If 
you get caught in a cur-
rent, swim diagonally to 
try and get out of it -- 
never swim against a cur-
rent you've found your-
self caught in. While dive 
instructors and boat pi-
lots may keep an eye on 
you, on most of the snor-
kelling trips we did, the 
pilot went to sleep as 
soon as we jumped in. In 
the shallows, other perils 
to look out for include 
stone"sh, stingrays and 
scorpion"sh ... difficult 
to spot, dangerous if you 
step on one, and oen 
found in shallow water. 
It's safer to swim than 
wade (and you won't 
damage the coral and sea 
grass either). 

Be honest about your 
own swimming abilities 
-- while that 1.5 hour 
snorkel around the cir-
cumference of the island 
sounds easy, it's a lot of 
swimming and there may 
not be easy places to get 
out of the water if you 
need to rest.
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How long on the Togeans
Only spending a couple of nights in the Togeans 
isn't really worth the time and effort it takes to get 
there. Plan on staying "ve days to a week at least 
-- more if you want to island hop, and be $exible 
as far as onward travel plans are concerned. 
Check Indonesian holiday dates before you do 
any planning as these may disrupt local ferry serv-
ices. Idul Fitri in particular is a bad time to try 
and arrive or leave. Resorts may be short-staffed 

during major Muslim holidays too, as many of 
the staff will have le to be with their families. 
is said, if you go during the holy month of Ra-
madan, dining routines are normal and beer will 
be on sale as usual in the resorts.

July and August are peak season and best avoided 
if possible. August in particular is not only the 
busiest month but also one of the windiest, so div-
ing and snorkelling conditions are not optimal. 
During peak season, all the accommodation in 
the Togeans may well be full to over$owing and it 

can be hard indeed to get a room. Just show up 
and the chances are you'll be sleeping in a tent or 
on the restaurant $oor, the beach or sharing a 
room with strangers. If you must come at this 
time, try and book somewhere to stay well in ad-
vance. is is not easy given the lack of phone 
and internet coverage in the Togeans but some 
resorts do have a website or a contact phone num-
ber where they can be reached -- in which case 
booking as far as possible in advance is prudent.
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Where to stay on the Togeans
ere are under a dozen main non-package orientated places 
to stay on the Togeans (we did not review the high-end Walea 
Dive Resort at the southern tip of Pulau Walea Bahi, nor Pon-
dok Indah on Malenge). ese range from "rmly backpacker-
orientated bungalow operations through to midrange options. 
e bulk of the accommodation is to the east of Wakai, and it 
is also in this area you'll "nd the most options for daytrips, 
such as to Jelly"sh Lake or the trails and piers at Malenge. 

Both of our standout favourites places to stay though were to 
the west of Wakai: upmarket Island Retreat, with its very 
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good food, and backpacker-focused Poya Lisa, with its superb cliop 
budget shacks, steal the show. 

Another "ne backpacker option is Sifa Cottage, with a good house reef and 
a very warm welcome, which will appeal to those looking to get away from it 
all -- as it is well away from, well, everything. Accommodation is simple but 
clean and the food gets great reports. We'd make it a lineball call between 
Poya Lisa and Sifa Cottage for budget travellers looking for isolated beauty 
on a budget.

Closer to the "action", Fadhila Cottages is our $ashpacker choice. It's very 
well regarded for its food in particular, but has weak snorkelling. Nearby Bo-
lilanga Island Resort would be great value if it dropped its prices ever so 
slightly.

We were less enthusiastic about Lestari on Kadidiri -- Mama is friendly and 
all, but the cheap rooms here are very ordinary. ey're easily outdone by the 
rustic rooms at Sunset (hole in the bathroom roof and all), which are better 
value, and Sunset has a far better stretch of beach -- note though that Sunset 
is very simple and won't appeal to all. 

Back on Kadidiri, the inaptly named Kadidiri Paradise, despite a couple of 
staff being exceedingly friendly, helpful and knowledgable, is getting very 
long in the tooth. It needs to either refurbish the joint completely and off-
shore their rats or drop their prices. at said, this is one of the largest re-
sorts on the Togeans and is a good high season "safe bet" if you're showing 
up with no reservation and everything is full. Ask if you can sleep above the 
restaurant if they say they have no space.

Lestari on Malenge gets good reports, but we (and others we talked to) 
found management here to be particularly unwelcoming, though they were 
quite amiable with their paying guests when we stopped by. We'd recom-
mend looking elsewhere -- Sifa is a far better choice, is similarly priced and 
has a better house reef.

Divers, at least those not booked into Walea, should go for Black Marlin -- 
which we don't recommend for non-divers. You'll also "nd dive schools at 
Fadhila Cottages, Island Retreat and Kadidiri Paradise. We learned to dive at 
Island Retreat and were very happy with the instructor, Jez.
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When it comes to making reservations it can be 
tricky. Most places have no internet nor phone 
connection, so management is checking messages 
or emails irregularly. If you're planning a high sea-
son stay at one of the places that does have a web-
site, "rm up dates and reserve as soon as possible 
-- they'll be the "rst to "ll up as they will be the 
easiest to book in advance.

Pulau Batudaka
To the far west of Pulau Batudaka you’ll "nd two 
resorts, budget-focused Poya Lisa (actually on Pu-
lau Poya, a tiny islet just off the west coast of the 
island) and Island Retreat on the main island; the 
resorts are within eyesight of each other.

Poya Lisa
Pulau Poya
T: (0812) 3953 8675
http://poyalisa.blogspot.com
poyalisaisland@gmail.com
125,000 - 175,000 rupiah
One of the two bungalow resorts off Bomba in 
the far southern reaches of the Togeans, Poya Lisa 
has a bunch of eclectic wooden bungalows scat-
tered around a small beachhead along with a 
handful of magni"cently set cliop options. Re-
gardless of setting, the lodgings are solid but func-
tional. Expect a "rm bed, four solid walls and, for 
the huts that have a private bathroom, a clean, 
cold water mandi -- anything else is a bonus. 
Nearly all bungalows have a veranda of some de-

scription -- be it just enough room to sling a ham-
mock, or an upstairs terrace with great, and pri-
vate, water views. While a few of the bungalows 
are the same, most are different from one another 
-- and while the cliop ones are among the most 
threadbare, they were also our favourite, with out-
standing water views and a true Robinson Crusoe 
vibe. ere's a cliop launching pad for those 
wanting a swim and, while the beautiful beach 
isn't the biggest, there is plenty of sand for all. e 
compact restaurant sits atop a second hillock sepa-
rate from the rest of the resort and the food, while 
simple ("sh and rice and "sh and rice), gets good 
reviews. is is a family-run spot and expect to 
be greeted with a "rm handshake followed by a 
tap of the chest. Like Sifa Cottage to the far north, 
Poya Lisa will appeal to those looking for isola-
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tion on a budget, with a friendly family atmos-
phere thrown in for free. Not sure we got this 
story straight, but the resort is named aer the 
original owner of the island (centuries ago... ap-
parently) named Poya, and the "rst guest they 
had was named Lisa. Recommended.

Togian Island Retreat
Bomba, Pulau Batu Daka
T: (0852) 4115 8853
http://www.togianislandretreat.com
togian_islandsylvie@yahoo.com
$US35 - $39 per person
is is the westernmost of all the accommodation 
on the Togeans, and what a note to "nish on. Run 
by the very memorable Sylvie, while the snorkel-
ling is nothing to write home about, Island Re-
treat sits on one of the best stretches of beach in 
the Togeans and if your primary concern is a tan 
and full stomach, and your budget stretches to Re-
treat's rates, this is the pick of the bunch. Bunga-
lows are wooden, spacious and line the beach 
more or less in a single row with a restaurant and 
dive centre in the middle. ere are two family 
bungalows (making Island Retreat popular with 
those with kids) and all have oversized cold water 
bathrooms with mandi and bucket Western toilet. 
e bungalows are variable. Some are in pretty 
good condition, others less so, and security could 
be better with broken window locks and difficult 
to lock -- and unlock -- doors. Rats can be a prob-
lem in the evening, so keep your food stashed; the 
kitchen will store it for you if you ask. Rates are 
high -- this was the most expensive place we re-
viewed in the Togeans, but it also had, hands 
down, the best food of anywhere. Mostly 
Western-focused with a lot of "sh, we didn't have 

a bad meal here in over a week. e owner is a 
very serious animal lover and if you're one put off 
by dogs and cats sleeping in the kitchen and so 
on, this probably isn't the place for you. ere is 
an attached dive centre which is competitively 
priced, but the snorkelling trips are expensive 
when compared to elsewhere in the archipelago. 
Is it worth the money? With a few beers and the 
occasional boat trip you'll end up paying $100 a 

day for two for a wooden shack with cold water 
bathroom and limited electricity, which doesn't 
come across as great value, but for the Togeans, it 
makes for a worthwhile splurge if it "ts your 
budget. We really enjoyed our time here and 
would certainly stay here again.
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Pulau Kadidiri
Just 30 minutes from Wakai by boat, the small is-
land of Kadidiri has the largest number of places 
to stay in the archipelago, with three resorts span-
ning a bay separated by a stone outcrop. ey've 
lost a large amount of their beach over the years 
(especially towards the western end), and while 
much of the house reef is as dead as a doornail, 
the dropoff in front of Paradise and to the right 
offers some reasonable snorkelling. is island is 
your best bet if you're showing up in peak season 
without a reservation, solely because they have so 
many rooms. Paradise has a long public pier that 
is great for sunsets with a cold drink, while Black 
Marlin has a smaller beach platform (for their 
guests only).

Kadidiri Paradise
Pulau Kadidiri
T: (0464) 21 058
http://www.kadidiriparadise.com
info@kadidiriparadise.com
150,000 - 450,000 rupiah per person

One of the largest Togean resorts, Kadidiri Para-
dise is conveniently set just 30 minutes by boat 
from Wakai. Given its large number of rooms, it 
can be a "rst stop for those (like us) who arrive in 
high season sans reservation. Located on the 
same island as Lestari and Black Marlin, Paradise 
occupies the bulk of the real estate, with two long-
ish stretches of beach bisected by a photogenic 
pier along with a lagoon at the rear. While there is 
a large reef directly offshore, much of it is dead, 
but nobody seems to have told the "sh who con-
tinue to attend in great numbers -- snorkelling is 
best out and to the right when you have your 
back to the resort. Like Black Marlin next door, 
Paradise has a very active dive centre, but unlike 
Black Marlin there is no pressure whatsoever to 
dive. A vast range of lodgings are on offer -- from 
a small lo-cum-dorm above the dining room 
through to a quite fancy glass-fronted overwater 
bungalow. Rooms can be variable and some are 
de"nitely in need of either a very serious refur-
bishment, or a demolition and start-over. Damp, 
especially in the more shaded bungalows, is a big 
issue, and the bathrooms in the older rooms leave 

a lot to be desired. Staff try hard, with manager 
Elisabeth (daughter of the owner) excellent and 
obliging. When management is off the scene how-
ever (as was the case for the "rst couple of days of 
our stay) the wheels really do totally fall off here, 
which can lead to some frustrations. Food comes 
in generous servings in a communal setting and, 
while it could most de"nitely be better, by Togean 
standards it isn't too bad. We had rats during the 
evening in our room here, though reports of rats 
right across the islands means we can't be too criti-
cal of this.

Lestari
Pulau Kadidiri
100,000 - 150,000 rupiah per person
is is the cheapest of the digs on Kadidiri, with 
two main $avour of lodgings -- newish wooden 
bungalows between the small restaurant and the 
water are the best bet, while the cheaper rooms, 
located at the rear of the grounds and with shared 
bathrooms, are pretty dire and feel like they could 
blow away in a storm -- maybe they already have 
three or four times and been reassembled ... with 
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a piece or two missing. Owner Mama is a bit of a 
character and can be warm and welcoming, but 
unless you can snare one of the new huts, this 
isn't a great deal. In peak season, Lestari is full 
most of the time and can stash some over$ow in 
tents. If you "nd yourself in the "tent queue" be 
sure to check which bungalow you are in the line 
for to avoid any unpleasant surprises. e loca-
tion, wedged between Black Marlin and the the 
cliff, with little beach to speak of, isn't the best 
and while it's very popular with those on a tight 
budget, Malenge or Sifa Cottage are both better 
value -- though considerably more isolated.

Black Marlin Dive Resort
Pulau Kadidiri
T: (0856) 5720 2004 
http://www.blackmarlindiving.com/
info@blackmarlindiving.com
200,000 - 250,000 rupiah per person
We really need to emphasise the "dive resort" part 
of the name here as Black Marlin is solidly fo-
cused on the dive part of their business. If you 
don't dive, don't be surprised to have your reserva-
tion cancelled at the last moment -- as happened 
to one disappointed couple we spoke to who had 
planned their whole trip to Sulawesi around a 
stay there. Likewise, rooms can suddenly become 
unavailable to walk-in custom if you happen to 
mention you don't dive; we were given a very cold 
shoulder when staff realised we were enquiring 
only about massage and not diving. at aside, 
the rooms here are solid value. ey're cleaner 
and better kept than those at Kadidiri Paradise. 
Rooms are simply "tted out, but quite bright, and 
many have a great water outlook. e beach, 
more or less shared with Lestari next door, isn't as 

good as that at Paradise and gets more boat traf-
"c. Overall, if you're a diver, this is a solid op-
tion, but otherwise, don't even consider it -- espe-
cially across high season. ey rent kayaks on a 
half-day and full-day basis. Rates plus 10% tax.

Pulau Togean
Despite being one of the largest islands in the 
group, Sunset Beach at its far western extremity is 
the only guesthouse on Togean Island itself. e 
beach is a good size here and the views from the 
elevated restaurant are tremendous, looking 
north to Hotel California and Una Una.

Sunset Beach
Pulau Togean
T: (0856) 5670 8146
https://www.facebook.com/togian.sunsetbeach
125,000 rupiah per person
is is the closest option to Wakai and while the 
stilted wooden bungalows are extremely basic -- 
bring a sleepsheet -- this is an especially friendly 
spot with food served up at their super-elevated 
restaurant, which offers terri"c views over the wa-
ter and out to Hotel California (a very isolated 
snorkelling spot in the middle of nowhere) and 
Una Una in the distance. e wooden bungalows 
are thrown together with uneven stairs, mis-
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matched panels and ill-"tting doors -- but that's 
all part of the charm, as is the hole in the roof of 
one bungalow -- a "natural shower," the owner 
Uni quipped. Snorkelling is just okay, and while 
much of the coral is dead, there are still plenty of 
"sh about -- and this is the closest spot to run a 
trip to Hotel California from. At the back of Sun-
set Beach a short trail runs down to a back beach 
from where you can walk (low tide only) around 
to a nearby "shing village.

Near Pulau Katupat
Katupat is one of the smaller islands in the To-
geans group, and is home to the same-named vil-
lage where the Puspita Sita stops. Both the follow-
ing resorts are actually on small islands opposite 
and to the northeast of Katupat, a short boat ride 
away. Fadhila has poor snorkelling but great food 
while Bolilannga has some good snorkelling be-
hind the island.

Fadhila Cottages
Pulau Pangempa, opposite Pulau Katupat
T: (0813) 4117 9990
http://www.fadhilacottages.free.fr
200,000 - 250,000 rupiah per person
Straight opposite Katupat village, Fadhila is easily 
the most professionally run of all the places we 
saw on the Togeans -- and it shows. Despite hav-
ing just an average beach, it was booked solid for 
the next two weeks from when we visited. Bunga-
lows are solid wooden freestanding affairs, with 
decent decks and hammocks, though they're not 
stilted -- rather on solid rock and cement bases. 
All are shaded under a row of palm trees. e res-
taurant is on the beach point, and the food here 
gets consistently good reports -- the aromas com-
ing from the large kitchen stayed with us all the 
way back to Kadidiri Paradise. e coral here is 
mixed -- even the manager con"ded it "wasn't 
very good," but as a great consolation prize there 
are a bunch of large lion"sh you can see off the 

village-facing part of the beach (near the concrete 
wall built into the water). e slight drop-off also 
hosts plenty of other "sh, but the lion"sh are the 
stars. By Togean standards, this accommodation 
is excellent value and reservations are close to es-
sential.

Bolilanga Cottages
Pulau Bolilanga, Northeast of Pulau Katupat
T: (0852) 4100 3685 
http://www.bolilangaresort.com
bolilangaisland@gmail.com 
200,000 - 300,000 rupiah per person
Set on a blip of an island 30 minutes across the 
water from Fadhila, Bolilanga offers very solid, 
immaculate wooden bungalows in a couple of 
con"gurations on a pleasant yellowish sand 
beach. e island is so small that the restaurant, 
which sits slightly off the main beach, is actually 
on the other side of the island and we were told 
you're able to comfortably snorkel around the en-
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tire island in a little over an hour. e bungalows 
are in one long row, with the restaurant area 
breaking them up. ey're simple but solid, with 
very clean bathrooms and mandi and a good out-
look from the veranda. Some bungalows are du-
plex while the more expensive ones are freestand-
ing. is is a very sleepy spot -- we had to wake 
up three staff before we found the right one to 
talk to us, but once awake they were a friendly 
and chatty bunch. For the standard, prices are a 
bit high, but this has a much more relaxed vibe 
(and far smaller crowd) than similarly priced 
Kadidiri Paradise. e snorkelling here is quite 
good -- a lineball call between here and Sifa Cot-
tage. When standing with your back to the restau-
rant (near the table tennis table), walk le as far 
as you can go and continue around the point -- 
while we didn't see any, other travellers have re-
ported seeing Napolean wrasse and plenty of reef 
sharks on their way around the island.

Pulau Malenge
e village of Malenge is about half way along the 
south coast of the island, with the popular Lestari 
at its eastern extremity, opposite a Togean/Bajau 
village on a tiny island. is island is connected 
to another (and a village) and the eventual main 
island by a long wooden bridge. It's a scenic spot 
with a good pier for jumping off, but the house 
reef provides poor snorkelling. A trail network 
runs here and there on the island but we didn't 
try; another traveller who did reported the scen-
ery to be beautiful but the paths very slippery and 
astonishingly easy to get lost on -- well, he said he 
was exploring, his wife said he was totally lost.

Lestari
Pulau Malenge
100,000 - 200,000 rupiah per person
Lestari sits opposite a small Togean/Bajau village 
village on an island that is connected to another 
island and "shing village and eventually the main 

island. is gives Lestari quite an unusual outlook 
compared to most of the Togean resorts, but it 
doesn't stop here. As with Kadidiri Paradise, Le-
stari fronts onto the beach (and village) but also 
at the rear onto a lagoon. Management have built 
a deck out here for when the beach scene all gets 
a bit too much. Back on the beach there's a small 
deck that has a good little pirate plank that you 
can jump off into safely deep waters -- great for 
kids. e coral is quite poor here, but plenty of 
large schools of sizeable "sh were swimming 
around when we gave it a test run. Accommoda-
tion comes in a few options -- the cheapest rooms 
are in the main restaurant building (which sits be-
tween the beach and the lagoon), followed by free-
standing duplex bungalows and larger more solid 
wooden bungalows. A French family staying 
there when we visited described the lodgings as 
"quite rustic" and we'd agree with that, though 
they are reasonably solid -- the newer huts are 
de"nitely the ones you should aim for. ere's 
also a lawn area that was home to a single tent. 
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Meals are communal and the food, like the man-
agement, get very mixed reports -- we had trou-
ble getting a single word out of the owner, but he 
was quite affable with people who were paying 
him to stay there.

Pulau Walea Kodi
is is the last large island, rounding out the east-
ern extremity of the Togeans. It is home to a sin-
gle resort -- the budget orientated Sifa Cottage on 
its north coast. e upmarket Walea Dive Resort 
(unreviewed) at the far southern tip of nearby 
Walea Bahi. Sifa Cottage has one of the best 
house reefs in the Togeans.

Sifa Cottage
Pulau Walea Kodi
T: (0821) 9596 6721
http://www.waleakodi.com/
waleakodi@gmail.com
125,000 - 150,000 rupiah

is is the most isolated of the budget orientated 
resorts on the Togeans, some three hours by out-
rigger to the east of Wakai (or an hour from 
Malenge or Dolong). It's home to a clutch of solid 
but simple wooden bungalows in a coconut grove 
backing onto a beautifully "ne white sand beach. 
In many ways this is a counterpoint to Malenge 
Lestari, as the actual huts are quite similar, but 
here the owner, Sifa, is particularly friendly, the 
food gets consistently good reports and the reef is 
arguably the best house reef we snorkelled in the 
Togeans. When we asked to buy some bananas 
for our hungry son, the owner gave us a bunch 
for free. Another asset here is that Sifa has plenty 
of fresh water, thanks to a natural spring nearby 
(you'll see a half buried tube running across the 
sand) so it's no problem if you want to shower 
day in, day out. Bungalows are solid but minimal-
ist, with hammocks strung and a couple of plastic 
deckchairs. ose with share bathroom are in a 
very aged longhouse opposite the better huts and 
we'd say the 150,000 (per person) bungalows are 

worth the extra money. ere is a channel 
through the middle of the reef to give boats low 
tide access, but snorkellers will see evidence of ar-
ti"cial reef restoration along the channel's edge -- 
nice to see someone cares! Sifa is very isolated 
and will appeal most to those looking for true iso-
lation with a friendly vibe. Reservations are essen-
tial in high season -- Sifa "lls up fast and we 
couldn't get in during two weeks in July when we 
tried.
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Una Una
Pulau Una Una should really be called Pulau Colo, as that's 
the name of the volcano that encompasses most of the island 
and spectacularly exploded in 1983. 

Today it's a popular stop for diving trips and less so for snor-
kelling, but it's also possible to arrange to climb the peak. To 
do so you'll need to charter a boat -- we were quoted 800,000 
to a million rupiah for a boat from Kadidiri Paradise. You'll 
then need to arrange a local guide on Una Una, which we 
were told would cost an additional 300,000 rupiah. 

While the peak doesn't look all that massive (compared to a 
more typical volcano anyway) we were told the climb is chal-
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lenging and at the summit you're able to see into 
the caldera and its sulfur clouds. One climber we 
talked to said that it involves climbing up through 
dry waterfalls, which can be treacherously slip-
pery aer rain and which climbers should really 
be using equipment to climb. 

In 2012 a German traveller slipped and fell while 
climbing and broke her spine -- she needed to be 
carried out by hand. When we asked the climber 
if he'd climb it again he laughed and said, "No 
way!" 

Should you plan to climb it, getting a guide on 
Una Una is strongly advisable -- bear in mind 
also that over Ramadan you may "nd it difficult 
to "nd a guide who really knows the way (there 
are two routes to the summit) and who isn't fast-
ing.

Jellyfish lake and Karina Beach
Caused by a big and presumably sudden geologi-
cal change that sealed off the lake, Jelly"sh Lake 
(real name Mariona Lake) is what it says on the 
can -- a large lake full of jelly"sh.

Isolated from predators for untold jelly"sh genera-
tions, they've lost the ability (and need) to sting 
and so the jelly"sh here can be safely swum with 
and gently prodded. is is one of only a handful 
of places worldwide where you can do this -- an-
other is Palau in the Paci"c -- so it's well worth 
doing. 

e lake itself is scenic and, while the water is a 
little on the murky side -- visibility was perhaps 
"ve metres when we visited -- it felt overly buoy-
ant and, once the jelly"sh arrived, we stopped 
dwelling on what other unseen monsters may 
have been lurking in the darkness beneath.

A visit to the lake is generally combined with a 
stop at nearby Karina Beach -- a beautiful strip of 
radiantly white sand. ere's no accommodation 
at Karina (at the moment) as there is some dis-
agreement over land title, but it's a beautiful strip 
of sand to visit. We thought the snorkelling was 
mediocre, but others we talked to raved about it, 
so perhaps we swam in the wrong direction.

Pulau Taipi
is small island sits about 30 minutes by boat 
northeast of Kadidiri and is well regarded for its 
house reef and a back outer reef.

e island was once home to a resort owned by 
the same family behind Kadidiri Paradise but it's 
been abandoned and is now slightly eerie -- and 
we saw it on a sunny day. e beach is still lovely 
and the house reef offers a pretty good drop-off 
with plenty of "sh. e coral between the beach 
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and the drop-off is just about all dead, but there's 
a narrow channel you can swim through to reach 
the dropoff, from where you can then follow it to 
the le or right.

ere is also an outer reef off the back of the is-
land, which gets very good reports, but we didn't 
try. e energetic can snorkel all the way around 
the island. 

Taipi would form a pretty much perfect Robinson 
Crusoe-type experience, so if you were up for a 
bit of camping (or squatting) this could be ideal. 
ere is no running water, so you'll want to brink 
a couple of 50-litre bottles with you, but it's other-
wise just about all ready for you. Note the island 
is privately owned, so we'd suggest asking for per-
mission to do this from Kadidiri Paradise before 
doing it -- should they allow it (we heard of them 
denying it to other travellers). 

ey could probably arrange a boat for you with 
an agreement to pick you up in a day or two -- or 
you could kayak here easily in a couple of hours. 
Either way it is a great half-day trip (or visited in 
conjunction with a visit to Jelly"sh Lake and 
Karina Beach).

Hotel California
Set an hour from Kadidiri, Hotel California is an 
atoll due north of Wakai that's home to nothing 
but three "shing shacks, a single stone outcrop 
with a lone palm tree and some quite solid snor-
kelling.

is is one of the few sites that is more popular 
with snorkellers than divers, and while some of 
the coral is banged up, other parts are alive and 

well and there are a few beautiful fans you can 
dive down to see. 

A few spots here are worth checking out, with 
reef two supposedly the best (we only had time to 
try reef one before pushing on). If time allows, 
ask your boat pilot to take you to a couple of 
spots.

Pulau Taupan
One of the top snorkelling and diving spots at the 
far west of the archipelago, a trip to Pulau Taupan 
is highly recommended for those staying at Island 
Retreat or Poya Lisa.

e island is home to a single village on the east 
coast and two lovely white sand beaches running 
down the east coast. Taupan is best known for its 
west coast reef and wall, which delivers excellent 
snorkelling and diving conditions. 

Depending on who you ask, the wall drops to 100 
or 200 metres -- the blue just goes on and on -- 
and the reeop offers great snorkelling. If you're 
staying at either of the two westernmost resorts, 
this is close to a must-visit. 

On the way here we passed multiple pods of sev-
eral dozen dolphins -- some leaping clear out of 
the water right beside our boat -- which was an 
absolute highlight of our entire Sulawesi trip.

Snorkelling trips
Most resorts can organise snorkelling trips, either 
to speci"c destinations the group requests or to a 
set route determined by the resort. 
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Generally a snorkelling trip will require a mini-
mum of four people (or at least four seats paid 
for) and will come in a half-day or full day $a-
vour. Prices vary considerably -- both according 
to the resort and to the distances involved -- as 
does the quality of the snorkelling. Full-day trips 
generally come with lunch included. 

We paid 70,000 rupiah per person (for four peo-
ple) at Kadidiri Paradise for a trip that covered 
Jelly"sh Lake, Karina Beach and Taipi Island, 
while Black Marlin charges 500,000 rupiah for a 
half-day trip and 750,000 rupiah for a full-day 
trip (maximum of six people). At the more expen-
sive Island Retreat, snorkelling trips ranged from 
175,000 rupiah per person for a three-hour trip 
to one site, 200,000 rupiah to Pasir Tengah Atoll 
(roughly half way to Una Una), 300,000 rupiah 
for a six-hour trip to Pulau Taupan, visiting two 

or three reefs, through to 350,000 rupiah for a 
full-day trip to Baturando (around on the south-
east coast of Pulau Batudaka) -- all based on a 
minimum of four people.

Diving on the Togeans
While the Togeans are popular with beach lovers 
and snorkellers, it is the diving here that gets the 
best reports.

As with snorkelling, some of the reefs are in quite 
poor condition thanks to cyanide and dynamite 
"shing, but the more isolated and deeper sites do 
serve up great conditions.

Particularly noteworthy is the wreck of a B24 Lib-
erator bomber that ditched on the south coast of 
Pulau Togean (about a 30 minute speedboat ride 
from Kadidiri Paradise). e wreck's highest 

point is at around the 17-metre mark so this is un-
fortunately too deep for snorkellers and Open Wa-
ter Divers, but it can dived by Advanced Open 
Water divers or as an Adventure Dive. Note that 
the waters that the B24 lie in can suffer from low 
visibility, but when clear it is apparently a very en-
joyable site.

To the west of the archipelago it's all about steep 
drop off dives -- some of the walls off Taupan ap-
parently plunge more than 200 metres -- with nu-
merous atolls and shallows well worth exploring. 

is is the area we learned to dive in and highly 
recommend it -- not just for the scenery and 
aquatic life (a highlight included an eagle ray and 
devil ray at the atoll) but also for their isolation. 
You're almost guaranteed to have whichever site 
you visit to your group alone.
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Learning to dive in the Togeans
We did it, so it can't be all bad! While certainly 
not the cheapest place to learn to dive in South-
east Asia, the Togeans are nevertheless a fabulous 
place to pick up a new skill -- diving.

Aer more than 15 years of cajoling, the non-
diving half of Travel"sh "nally got certi"ed on the 
Togeans -- via the dive school at Island Retreat, 
where the extremely experienced (though new to 
the Togeans) dive instructor Jeremy gave us sig-
ni"cantly more con"dence to try than his counter-
part at Paradise Kadidiri.

e package was considerably more expensive 
than what you'd pay at a busier diving hub like 
Ko Tao, but in all our dives ("ve as a part of the 
course), across peak season, we were the only di-
vers in the water. For our third and fourth dive (at 
Pulau Taupan and Bandira Reef) just two of us 
were in the water. So for this isolation, you do pay 
a premium. e PADI Open Water course at Is-
land Retreat cost US$485 (including course mate-
rial) while at Kadidiri Paradise the cost for the 
same course was 4,375,000 rupiah, which is 
slightly cheaper. 

We heard very mixed reviews about the attention 
given to inexperienced divers at Kadidiri, but 
heard good reports about Black Marlin regarding 
the attention given to those learning to dive and 
for more experienced divers, but we found the 
staff a little offputting. Black Marlin charges 370 
euros for a PADI Open Water course.

As with just about everything in the Togeans, this 
isn't Ko Tao where you can walk down the road 
and compare 10 dive shops in an hour. Do your 

research online and ideally with a few personal 
recommendations in hand. If a centre is speci"-
cally recommended to you, check that the instruc-
tor concerned is still working there -- great peo-
ple leave and are perhaps replaced by those not so 
great. Remember too, that medical facilities are a 
long way away; if something goes wrong, you are 
unlikely to get the help you need in a timely man-
ner. ere is a hospital in Ampana, but the near-
est decompression chamber is Manado.

In our case our gut feeling at Kadidiri Paradise 
was to skip learning to dive entirely -- a feeling 
vindicated aer stories we heard from other travel-
lers. Aer meeting the instructor at Island Retreat 
(British Jeremy) we reconsidered. With more 
than a decade of diving and a thousand-plus dives 
under his belt, we were more than comfortable 
with both his experience and attention to detail -- 
both on the water, in the water and at the desk go-
ing through the theory.

Aside from the instructor, general "dive shop guid-
ance" holds. Ask to speak to other students or di-
vers -- outside the shop. Ask to see the dive gear. 
Is it a mismatched collected of gear with broken 
straps, clips and badly weathered masks and snor-
kels? How experienced is the instructor? Do they 
speak your language? Is importance given to the 
theory? Is the instructor being paid? (Not all in-
structors in the Togeans are -- some get only food 
and board.)

ese are all valid questions to ask. Diving done 
badly can be life threatening and you're fully 
within your rights to check that the dive shop tak-
ing your cash is going to look aer you.

If you're on the fence, ask to go out on a snorkel-
ling trip with divers (most resorts permit this for 
a small fee) to see how tightly the ship runs, and, 
most importantly, to take in diver comments as 
they exit the water aer the dive. If they had a bad 
(or fabulous) time they'll be eager to tell you all 
about it while they are still dripping wet.

e mechanics of learning to dive in the Togeans 
is similar to anywhere else. A bunch of theory 
comes "rst, followed by diving skill drills and 
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tests, most likely off your resort beach, and then 
four dives at a variety of destinations near your 
resort. In our case we dove two separate wall 
dives at Taupan, Bandiri atoll and a shallower reef 
and sand dive. Conditions were tremendous. 

Visiting a sea gypsy village
Island Retreat organises trips to a nearby sea 
gypsy village, where some of the staff live. If 
you've not had much experience visiting Indone-
sian coastal villages, it's worth doing to get a $a-
vour of what life's like by the sea. 

At this village, "sh farms are set up by the for-
merly nomadic gypsies who reclaimed most of 
the land here to make their homes. Footpaths me-
ander over rocks and kids will trail you shyly; it's 
a hard scrabble existence. ere's no hard sell on 
anything -- you simply take a wander through. 

Resorts in other parts of the archipelago can ar-
range similar trips to villages near them.

Hornbill trip
A trip to Tumbulawa at around dusk is usually 
tied in with seeing the sea gypsy village. Here, at 
around 17:30 or 18:00, dozens of hornbills glide 

home to sleep in the trees. e day we went there 
would have been close to 200 swooping over our 
heads to land. 

Most of the village turned out too, it seemed -- to 
watch us! So it wasn't quiet enough to hear the 
whoosh of the great birds' wings, but this didn't 
detract from their graceful arrival. 

Be warned that the trip home on the boat will be 
in the near dark and dark; not good if you're a 
nervous passenger.
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For the time being, the transport infrastructure on the To-
geans remains geared toward local needs rather than those of 
travellers, and the public boat timings can leave a little to be 
desired -- but then, travellers are not the market.

ere are two primary entry points for the Togeans -- Goron-
talo from the north and Ampana from the south. Gorontalo 
can be easily reached by $ight from Makassar or Manado, but 
is roughly double the distance (over 100 kilometres versus 40 
kilometres) from the Togeans compared to Ampana, and has 
a less frequent boat service. Ampana is two days of overland 
travel from Rantepao in Tana Toraja and three days overland 
from Makassar. Supposedly an airport will open in 2014, but 
let's see.

TRANSPORT



From Gorontalo
e Tuna Tomini departs Gorontalo on Tuesday 
and Friday at 17:00 arriving in Wakai at 06:00 the 
next morning and continues on to Ampana, de-
parting Wakai at 07:00 and arriving at Ampana at 
13:00. 

In the reverse direction, the Tuna Tomini leaves 
Ampana on Monday and ursday, leaving Am-

pana at 10:00 and arriving at Wakai at 16:00 and 
then aer a short wait, continuing to Gorontalo, 
arriving there at 06:00 the next morning.  Either 
way the economy fare is 63,000 rupiah for an 
adult and 40,000 rupiah for a child, and business 
class is 89,000 rupiah and 53,000 rupiah respec-
tively. If you can snare a four-bed cabin (two sets 
of bunks) it's an additional 400,000 rupiah.

In practise the boat service tends to run a bit later 
-- our boat didn't pull out from Gorontalo will 
aer 19:00 for example and a delayed departure 
will affect arrival times in Wakai and Ampana.

From Ampana
e Puspita Sari departs Ampana on Monday, 
Wednesday and Saturday, stopping at Wakai, Ka-
tupat and Malenge. It departs Ampana at 10:00, 
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arriving at Wakai at 15:00, Katupat at 16:30 and 
Malenge at 18:00, with a half-hour (or so) stop at 
each port.

In the reverse direction, it departs from Malenge 
on Sunday, Tuesday and ursday, leaving 
Malenge at 06:00, Katupat at 07:30 and Wakai at 
10:00 for a "nal arrival in Ampana at 15:00. e 
trip from Malenge costs 50,000 rupiah.

ere is also a twice-weekly service from Ampana 
to Dolong, leaving Ampana on Tuesday and Fri-
day at 21:00 and arriving at Dolong the next 
morning at 07:00. In the reverse direction, the 
boat leaves Dolong on Sunday and ursday at 
14:00 and arriving in Ampana at 23:00. e 
Dolong service is really only practical for those 
headed to Sifa Cottage or Walea Dive Resort; the 
Puspita Sari is more frequent and better timed.

From Labuhan
From this small village a 10-minute ojek ride to 
the east of Ampana, regular public ferries run to 
Bomba at the western tip of the Togeans. is is 
convenient only really if you are staying at Poya 
Lisa or Island Retreat, as otherwise you'll have to 
then charter an outrigger for the three-hour ride 
to Wakai (and onwards to your eventual destina-
tion). 

According to the timetable, these boats depart 
Wakai on Sunday, Tuesday and Friday at 09:00 
and arrive in Bomba at 12:00; in the reverse direc-
tion, they leave Bomba on Monday, ursday and 
Saturday at 09:00, arriving in Ampana at 12:00. 
However, in practice, we found this service (in 
July and August, at least) to run daily, with some-
times three or four boats leaving each day (all 

around the same time). Ask around in Ampana 
or at your guesthouse in the Togeans for the latest 
information in this regard; don't rely on them be-
ing daily if you're planning from afar. e fare is 
25,000 rupiah, though boats can also be chartered 
to do this run -- we were offered a boat in Labu-
han (the small village outside Ampana) for 
250,000 rupiah.

Bear in mind that the service to and from Labu-
han doubles as a cargo service and you may spend 
considerable time (hours) waiting for the boat to 
be loaded and unloaded -- bring a book.

From Bumbulan (Marisa)
A twice-weekly ferry runs from Bumbulan to 
Dolong at the eastern extremity of the Togeans 

twice a week on Sundays and ursdays, depart-
ing Bambulan at 11:00 and arriving at Dolong at 
16:30. e return service leaves Dolong on 
Wednesday and Saturday, leaving at 8:00 and ar-
riving at Bambulan at 13:00.

Onwards travel
If heading south, further into Central and South-
ern Sulawesi, you should leave via Ampana. Sam-
ple bus destinations from Ampana include:

Luwuk: Departs daily at 21:00, taking seven 
hours and costing 110,000 rupiah.

Makassar: Departs daily at 23:00, taking roughly 
30 hours and costing 280,000 rupiah. is bus 
goes via Tentena, Pendolo and Palopo. If you're 
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planning on doing this in one hit, we'd recom-
mend considering exiting to Gorontalo and $ying 
to Makassar as the airfare can be quite affordable 
if booked sufficiently in advance.

Palu: Departs daily at 10:00 and 17:00, taking 
nine hours and costing 120,000 rupiah.

Poso: Departs daily at 10:00 and 17:00, taking 
four hours and costing 70,000 rupiah.

If heading north to Manado and Bunaken, you 
should leave via Gorontalo, which has both $ight 
and bus connections to Manado, though many 
choose to hire a Kijang rather than take the bus.

Getting to your resort
If you have made a reservation, your resort will 
most likely pick you up at the village most conven-
ient for them -- they should let you know which. 
If you don't have a reservation, cross your "ngers 

they have a boat there to meet the ferry. If they 
aren't around, you can always offer to pay a local 
to take you to your resort. Generally transport 
provided by resorts to the resort is free, though if 
you elect not to stay, you'll be expected to pay a 
fee -- this will depend on the distance.

If you are headed to Island Resort or Poya Lisa 
and take the public boat from Labuhan (the small 
village to the east of Ampana), the ferry will drop 
you at the report pier -- no transfer needed. 

For those heading to Lestari, Black Marlin or 
Paradise on Kadidiri, or Sunset on Togean, you 
need to get to Wakai from where you'll need to 
transfer to your resort. Sunset is about 15 minutes 
from Wakai, Kadidiri 30 minutes.

For Fadhila and Bolilannga, the most convenient 
village is Katupat, which is "ve and 20 minutes' 
away respectively.

For Lestari Malenge and Sifa Cottage, the closest 
village is Malenge, which is 30 minutes and 1.5 
hours away, respectively. Sifa Cottage can also 
pick up from Dolong, but most opt for Malenge.

Exploring
e local inter-island public boats are not particu-
larly convenient for either casual island hopping 
or onwards transport out of the islands. For exam-
ple, if you're coming from Malenge or Katupat by 
public boat and want to get to Gorontalo on the 
Tuna Tomini night ferry, you'll have to leave your 
resort very early in the morning and then hang 
around all day waiting in Wakai ... and there's not 
a lot to do in Wakai to pass the time. 

A waiting room at the pier at least provides some 
seats and shade though. e primary inter-island 
public boat is the Puspita Sari, which stops at 
Wakai, Katupat and Malenge but only runs three 
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times a week in each direction, so you'll need to charter a boat back at the 
end of the day anyway.

To skip over this tedious arrangement, many travellers opt to charter an out-
rigger -- either through their resort, or independently. Time taken varies 
somewhat depending on conditions and the size/power of your boat, so take 
the following as rough estimates. 

e prices below are for one-way travel and the entire boat -- there is some 
scope for bargaining, especially if you only have one or two people, while if 
you have four or more, the price may increase somewhat. Return trips will 
cost less than double and by combining various legs you can roll your own 
snorkelling trip should you have exhausted the options provided by your ac-
commodation.

Wakai - Kadidiri or Sunset Beach: 30 minutes 25,000 rupiah
Kadidiri - Katupat: 1 hour, 100,000 rupiah
Kaptupat - Malenge: 1 hour, 100,000 rupiah
Malenge - Walea Kodi (for Sifa Cottage only): 45 minutes to 1 hour, 100,000 ru-
piah
Wakai - Bomba: 2.5 to 3 hours, 300,000 rupiah
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If you're approaching the Togeans from the north -- perhaps 
because you chose to $y from Makassar or are heading down 
from Bunaken and Manado -- then your natural gateway is 
the fair-sized city of Gorontalo, midway along the northern 
arm of the Sulawesi octopus.

Gorontalo is considerably further away from the Togeans 
than the southern launching point of Ampana (almost triple 
the distance) and has a less frequent ferry connection (mostly 
twice a week) but the airport, with its daily $ights to both 
Makassar and Manado, swing the deal for many who can't 
face yet another long distance Sulawesi bus or Kijang ride.

Gorontalo is a sizeable -- and sprawling -- city, but the area of 
interest to most travellers is quite compact, with the most fre-
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quently used hotels, places to eat and shopping 
venues all within quite easy walking distance of 
one another.

Most travellers aim straight for the long-running 
New Melati Hotel, which while having variable 
rooms has a bit of a traveller vibe. ere's a good 
guestbook, a social garden area, an internet cafe 
(and impromptu beer shop) next door and a very 
knowledgeable and helpful owner. Staff here can 
be very helpful with onwards travel planning too. 
ere are plenty of other hotels though (mostly 
within walking distance of the New Melati) 
should you be looking for something a little more 
upmarket.

Foodwise, limited Western food is on offer (yes, 
the stories are true, there is a pizzeria here), and 
there's also a fair-sized mall, plenty of ATMs and 
an immigration office that is friendly and quick 

(well, certainly quicker than Manado) for tourist 
visa extensions.

ORIENTATION
e main drag through Gorontalo is the north-
south running Jalan Ahmad Yani. South to north, 
Jalan 23 Januari, amrin and Sawit are the main 
east-west running roads (the New Melati is a 
block south of 23 Januari). Pretty much all you'll 
need for a casual visit is boxed in by Jalan Sawit to 
the north and 23 Januari to the south, with Ah-
mad Yani running straight up the middle.

You'll easily spot the modern mall on Jalan Sawit, 
offering a well-stocked supermarket, a camera 
shop and chain stores. A Garuda office is located 
in the commercial centre to the south of the mall 
(but in the same block). 

Most major Indonesian banks are represented in 
Gorontalo so you should have no trouble "nding 
an ATM. e immigration office in Gorontalo 
does same-day tourist visa extensions for $25 and 
is a becak ride out of the centre of town.

A small internet cafe is open beside the New 
Melati Hotel but Gorontalo also has a strong 3G 
signal via Telekomsel -- if you're heading to the 
Togeans check your email here as you'll most 
likely not be checking it again until you get back 
to the mainland.

You'll "nd the post office on the corner of Jalan 
Ahmad Yani and 23 Januari (just to the south of 
the Karina Hotel), while the Pelni office (for buy-
ing long-distance ferry tickets) is on Jalan 23 Janu-
ari on the corner with Jalan Gajah Mada.
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ACCOMMODATION
While Gorontalo has plenty of hotels, most 
budget travellers head straight to the New Melati, 
while midrangers go for the aptly named Hotel 
Quality. e Karina and Yulia hotels (both just up 
the road from Quality) are possible options but 
we were unable to see a room in either.

New Melati Hotel
Jl Wolter Monginsidi 1
T: (0435) 822 934
http://www.newmelatihotel.com
vfvelberg@yahoo.com
130,000 - 325,000 rupiah
is is the backpacker crashpad in town. It was 
originally the Melati Hotel, but then they added a 
new multi-storey building with (slightly) $asher 
rooms and renamed it the "New" Melati Hotel. 
ose on a budget will be steered to the rear 
rooms in the original building, which face onto a 
common lawn area -- these are actually better 
value fare. ey're, well, approximately clean (the 
bathrooms are pretty mediocre), simple and cer-
tainly well loved. e setting around these rooms, 
with tables and chairs on the shared veranda over-
looking the grass, is more sociable. e newer 
rooms are newer, but not the best value. ose 
travelling with kids may be steered to them as 
they're far easier to cram another bed into, but we 
preferred the downstairs rooms as at least the kids 
could easily run around outside observed. e 
owner Alex is very friendly, welcoming and a 
good source of information on both Gorontalo 
and the Togeans. Staff can assist with booking cab-
ins on the Tuna Tomini, the ferry that will get you 
to the Togeans, as well as other onward travel ar-

rangements. Lovely front desk staffer Gloria is es-
pecially helpful in coping with situations like a 
LionAir $ight crashing into a cow and shutting 
down Gorontalo airport. Recommended.

Hotel Quality
Jl Nani Wartabone 25
T: (0435) 822 222
F: (0435) 821 111
http://www.hotelqualitygorontalo.com
575,000 rupiah
is large, modern hotel on Jalan Ahmad Yani of-
fers up reasonable midrange fare and will be a 
welcome greeting for those crawling off a stay on 
the Togeans. Rooms are quite large, with "rm 
beds, $atscreen TVs, clean bathrooms (shower 
only in the room we saw) and the top $oor offers 
limited views. Staff are friendly and all rates in-
clude breakfast. is is an inoffensive though un-
memorable option and will suit those who "nd 
the New Melati or Karina too basic for their 
needs. It's conveniently located right on Jalan Ah-
mad Yani and a short walk from Magic Pan Pizze-
ria and the mall. Rates are extremely negotiable -- 
if you're travelling with kids and want adjoining 
rooms, bargain hard and you'll get a great deal 
here.

EAT AND MEET
Gorontalo is a fairly typical Indonesian town on 
the food side of things. We scored repeatedly ex-
cellent satay, nasi campur, ayam bakar and other 
Indonesian staples at the series of shopfronts on 
Jalan Ahmad Yani on the block immediately 
north of the intersection with Jalan Prof HB Jas-
sin. It's a solid 20-minute walk from the New 

Melati but worth it. Staff are friendly and expect 
to have your photo taken with a few of them.

Much closer to the action, there is a small night 
market at the southern end of the park opposite 
the New Melati offering unremarkable nasi 
goreng, mie goreng and sweets, plus a far larger 
night and day market on and around Jalan 23 
Januari and the perpendicular running Jalan Per-
tiwi.

For international food, Magic Pan Pizzeria, more 
or less opposite the Karina Hotel, offers average 
pizza and pasta dishes along with a handful of In-
donesian and other Asian dishes. Aside from the 
pizza, serving sizes are notably small.

TRANSPORT
Gorontalo airport is a good hour-long drive from 
the main town. Kijangs run on a share basis into 
town, costing 70,000 rupiah per seat.

To/from Manado
ere is one bus a day that runs from Gorontalo 
to Manado, leaving at 05:30 and costing around 
100,000 rupiah. e trip takes 11-12 hours. 

By Kijang, seats go for 200,000 rupiah (front 
seat), 175,000 ("rst row) and 150,000 (second 
row). Scheduled Kijangs leave at 08:00, 10:00 and 
14:00, though you can charter your own at any 
time of the day should you wish. A charter to 
Manado should cost around 1,200,000 rupiah, 
though will cost more on public holidays. e trip 
takes eight to nine hours depending on traffic and 
how wild your driver is. Whether you just have a 
seat or charter the entire vehicle, they'll pick you 
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up at your guesthouse or hotel. Kijangs also meet 
the ferry from the Togeans so you can continue 
straight on to Manado without stopping in Goron-
talo if you wish.

Boat
If you're heading to the Togeans, you need to get 
down to the port, which is easily reached by sitor 
(local-style motorbike taxi with seat at the front) 
for 15-20,000 rupiah (the trip takes about 20 min-
utes). At time of writing, the Tuna Tomini de-
parted Gorontalo on Tuesday and Friday at 17:00, 
arriving in Wakai at 06:00 the next morning. It 
continues on to Ampana in Central Sulawesi, de-
parting Wakai at 07:00 and arriving at Ampana at 
13:00. 

In the reverse direction, the Tuna Tomini leaves 
Ampana on Monday and ursday, leaving Am-
pana at 10:00 and arriving at Wakai at 16:00 and 
then aer a short wait, continuing to Gorontalo, 
arriving there at 06:00 the next morning. Either 
way the economy fare is 63,000 rupiah for an 
adult and 40,000 rupiah for a child. Business class 
is 89,000 rupiah and 53,000 rupiah respectively.

In practice the boat service tends to run a bit later 
-- our boat didn't pull out from Gorontalo until 
aer 19:00 for example and a delayed departure 
will affect arrival times in Wakai and Ampana. 
Don't plan any tight connection times around 
ferry timetables in the Togeans.

Tickets can be organised on arrival at the port, 
but if you want a cabin (there are only four) you 
need to book these ASAP -- either through your 
accommodation or get to the pier quite early to 
try and nego your way into one. You'll need to 

book the whole cabin, which goes for 
an additional 400,000 rupiah. In prac-
tice, "business class" (this isn't Emir-
ates, so don't get excited), which offers 
a so partly reclining seat, is adequate 
for most, though those travelling with 
kids may prefer to aim for a cabin.

For those wanting to skip the Togeans 
but still head south, there is an over-
night every other day ferry service be-
tween Gorontalo and Pagimana in 
Central Sulawesi.
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is blip of a town is the main southern gateway to the To-
geans with near daily boat connections to at least some part of 
the archipelago from either the central port or a small village 
just to the west of town.

Ampana is a small, friendly and remarkably clean town -- one 
of the cleanest we've seen in all of Indonesia in fact (save the 
festy canal near the water) and while we saw it in the midst of 
Ramadan, we imagine across the rest of the year this isn't a 
bad place to lose a day or two waiting for the boat to the To-
geans.

With mountains backing it in the distance and clear waters 
running out from the pebbly beach to the Tomini Sea beyond, 
this is a relatively scenic spot and (outside of Ramadan) there 
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are a couple of beachfront bars and simple sea-
food restaurants to soak up the atmosphere in. 

Few travellers though come here to soak up the 
Ampana vibe though. Virtually all will be using it 
as either a transit point to or from the islands, or, 
as was the case with us, as a resupply point to get 
cash and chocolate before returning to the islands 
-- in both cases, Ampana does the job.

Between Ampana and neighbouring Labuhan are 
a handful of places to stay covering most budgets. 
Ampana has plenty of places to eat along the 
main road through town, along with a couple of 
seaside bars/restaurants that make for an ideal 
sundowner (outside of Ramadan).

ORIENTATION
ere is a small "Tourist Information Office" on 
the pier at Ampana (on your right when looking 
at the sea) that can provide limited information 
on accommodation availability (some places 
work solely on a walk-in basis), along with boat 
timetable information and tips for ways to "ll 
your slow time in Ampana -- if you're stuck here 
for any period of time drop by and have a chat to 
Ulfah . She'll have ideas for stuff but if you "nd 
her rates too high, you'll be able to negotiate 
prices elsewhere.

e central area of Ampana is small and easily 
walkable. e only reason you'd need to use an 
ojek (or a horsecart) is to get to the alternative 
boat landing spot (for Bomba) at Labuhan. 

e main pier is the centrepoint of town. With 
your back to the water, follow the road to the 

right for the market and take your "rst le for the 
Oasis Hotel and the Wisma next door. Continue 
up this road and you'll reach the main drag 
through town. Take a le and you'll quickly hit a 
decent nasi campur place, one more block (cross-
ing the road back to the pier), on the opposite 
side of the road is Nasi Jamil, whose giggling staff 
do a solid satay.

Back up to the pier road, walk down towards the 
pier and take the "rst right (or coming from the 
pier, your "rst le) and you'll "nd two conven-
ience stores that are the epicentre of the traveller 
restocking scene -- note to those travelling with 
kids, the minimart slightly further from the pier 
road has Corn$akes and paint sets.

While there is a BRI bank and ATM in the centre 
of Ampana (two blocks west of the boat pier), this 
won't be of use to many travellers. ere is how-
ever a Mandiri ATM on the road to Labuhan. If 
you want to walk there, just take the main road 
and keep going, it is perhaps a 20-minute walk 
from the pier -- or $ag down an ojek and ask for 
Mandiri.

Ampana has a basic hospital familiar with dealing 
with dengue and malaria cases. Ampana is consid-
erably closer to the Togeans than Gorontalo, but 
Gorontalo has a larger hospital and a far more 
conveniently placed air connection to the rest of 
Indonesia. It's a hard call to decide where to rec-
ommend you head should you be unfortunate 
enough to come down with either. We'd be in-
clined to say let the boat timetable determine 
wether you head north or south.
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Internet cafes are scattered across central Am-
pana and there is also a solid 3G signal via 
Telkomsel -- if you're heading to the islands, 
check your email now as you most likely won't be 
checking it again till you're back on mainland Su-
lawesi.

If you arrive at Labuhan on a public boat from 
Bomba, you'll be disgorged on a pebble beach 
with a cluster of waiting ojek drivers -- they'll 
ferry you into Ampana for 5,000 rupiah. To your 
le there is boatyard for wooden mid-sized cargo 
boats (quite interesting and photogenic) and next 
door to that is Marina Cottage, with its smart and 
very solid wooden bungalows.

ACCOMMODATION - 
AMPANA
Ampana has two primary guesthouses and the 
vast majority of travellers passing through on an 
overnighter will stay at Oasis.

Oasis Hotel
Jl R.A. Kartini 5, Ampana
T: (0464) 21 058
120,000 - 200,000 rupiah
Owned by the same family who run Paradise 
Kadidiri, Oasis is a bit of a dump, but will do at a 
pinch. e standard rooms in particular are kind 
of crappy and they could perhaps consider adding 
a toilet seat to the toilet, but the bed is "rm, the 
lights and fan work and water comes out of the 
shower head -- what more do you need? e supe-
rior rooms are of a better standard, but given 
most people will be overnighting only, hardly 
worth the extra money. Oasis advertises free WiFi 
but it really only works in the foyer and at the rear 
superior rooms -- the table in front of room 209 
has a great connection! Rates include free break-
fast, but having already stayed at Kadidiri Para-
dise, we skipped it and ate elsewhere.

Losmen Irama
Jl R.A. Kartini 11, Ampana
100,000 rupiah

Two doors up the road from Oasis, this place will 
appeal to penny pinchers who want to save a few 
rupiah and don't mind the peeling paint. e 
guys who run this are a pretty friendly lot and 
while the "foyer" is almost fancy, the cheap rooms 
down the driveway to the side are basic but ade-
quate. ey're of a similar size to those at Oasis 
but include fancy mod-cons such as televisions 
and even cable TV (though we didn't check the 
channels on offer).

ACCOMMODATION - 
LABUHAN
For those who have no need to cash up or restock 
in Ampana, or are simply looking for a better stan-
dard of accommodation, Labuhan offers popular 
midrange Marina Cottage.

Marina Cottage
Labuhan village
220,000 - 400,000 rupiah
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Marina is a short walk from the port where the 
public boat service to and from Bomba is located. 
It has a few dozen solid, well built standalone bun-
galows plus a longhouse-type set up, spread 
around what feels like a car park set right on the 
ocean. e black pebbles strewn through the 
grounds run down to the water -- they are the 
beach! e owners are currently pulling down the 
old, shabby but well maintained bungalows and 
replacing them with newer models; at the time of 
writing, the old bungalows with air-con (which 
we didn't actually need), cold water bucket 
shower and seat-less toilets were better (though 
still very mediocre) value at 220,000 rupiah. For 
simply killing a night between boats, you really 
don't need to upgrade to the 400,000 newer af-
fairs. Staff are friendly and can help arrange trans-
port. Food is basic -- they had run out of vegeta-
bles for our fried rice -- but they'll happily bring it 
to your room so you can enjoy it on your ve-
randa. Breakfast of a banana pancake, plain sweet 
bun and coffee or tea is included. WiFi works in 
the sprawling restaurant and presumably in the 
rooms nearby, but not in those rooms further 
away. To get into town, just stand on the road and 
hail an ojek -- or anyone with a motorbike it 
seems -- for the 7,000 rupiah trip.

TRANSPORT

Air
Ampana's long-rumoured airport is yet to reach 
operating status and while we didn't bother rid-
ing out to the site to check progress, given one lo-
cal told us they were still buying the land while 
another said they had just "nished the terminal, 
we guess it still has a way to go. Perhaps 2014?

Bus
Ampana is your gateway into Central and South-
ern Sulawesi. Sample bus destinations from Am-
pana include:

Luwuk: Departs daily at 21:00, taking seven 
hours and costing 110,000 rupiah.

Makassar: Departs daily at 23:00, taking roughly 
30 hours and costing 280,000 rupiah. is bus 
goes via Tentena, Pendolo and Palopo. If you're 
planning on doing this in one hit, we'd recom-
mend considering exiting to Gorontalo and $ying 
to Makassar as the airfare can be quite affordable 
if booked sufficiently in advance.

Palu: Departs daily at 10:00 and 17:00, taking 
nine hours and costing 120,000 rupiah.

Poso: Departs daily at 10:00 and 17:00, taking 
four hours and costing 70,000 rupiah.

Private drivers can also be arranged for those who 
prefer to get a Kijang for a run to Rantepao -- ask 
at your guesthouse for details or recommenda-
tions for a good driver.

GETTING AROUND
Central Ampana is small enough to walk around. 
Ojeks are a dime a dozen should you need to 
head further a"eld to either the Mandiri ATM or 
Labuhan for the boat to Bomba.

A few kilometres to the east of town are a couple 
of pretty decent beaches. While we didn't investi-
gate further (we just spied them from the public 
ferry from Bomba) if you were in Ampana for a 
few days for some reason, the beaches could 
make for an interesting boat trip -- ask around at 
the Information Office, pier, or the boat pilots at 
Labuhan for possibilities.
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